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FINAL EVENT REPORT 

PAGE 1 of 5 

i. Executive Summary 

On 08/16/89 at 1109, during a evaluation of a Nuclear Experience Review 
Report concerning a problem at another nuclear facility encountered in 
obtaining representative samples of diesel generator fuel oil, it was 
determined that the samples taken at Sequoyah did not comply with the 
Technical Specifications (LCO 3.8.1.1.d) . The plant Technical Specification 
requires sampling of the 7-day storage tanks to be performed as outlined in 

KCASTM D270-1975. Sampling of all the 7-day storage tanks was initiated to 
)er'-n,, determine fuel oil quality and reestablish operability of the diesel 

generators.  

Operations' personnel initiated Potential Reportable Occurrence (PRO) Report 
No. 1-33-187. Preliminary Event Report (PER) No. 11-89-049 (Attachment A) 
was performed by the Sequoyah Chemistry and Environmental Group. This 
occurrence was determined to be reportable to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC). An investigation, including Root Cause Analysis 
(Attachment B), was performed. The root causes were determined to be (1) 
Review during design did not consider sampling. (2) Inadequate review of 
system design during procedure evaluation.  

A detailed summary of findings and recommended corrective actions are 

provided in Section V of this report.  

II. Description of the Event 

A. Initial Conditions 

Unit 1 and 2 were in Mode 1 at 100 percent power.  

B. Sequence of Events 

The foll6wing sequence of events provide a detailed narrative of ;ilI 
actions and occurrences: 

08/10/89 =1500 Chemistry personnel were notified of a poLential 
problem associated with sampling of diesel fuel 
storage tanks (7-day tanks). Chemistry was given 
a 10 day period to respond to the NU.R (NI.R OR 
3491). At this time chemistry personnel believed 
that the design allowed recirculation of the 
tanks, and that the NER did not apply to "tquoyal.  

08/14/89 0800- This time frame was utilized to verify the 14'It 
1500 did not apply to Sequoyah and to prepave the 

appropriate response. However, durixtr Lhe 
evaluation it was determined that each 7-daiy 
storage tank was designed with four horizontal 
cylindrical tanks, side-by-side, appcoximately 
85' long and 6' diameter. These tanks a:e 
connected to each other at each end on the top 
and bottom by a 12" section of pipe. "Lih•IO00Z5# 
recicculation was inadequate in Lht.L onLy a1 
portion of the two center tanks w,,e at le,:tred.
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If. Description of the Event (continued) 

1500- An evaluation of system design was 
2100 conducted by the chemistry section and a CAQ 

(Attachment C) written to document the finding.  

08/15/89 0800- A review of the NER, CAQ, 7-day tanks design, 
Sequoyah procedures, etc., set in place the 
preparation of an Action Plan (SQA 211) to verify the 
quality of diesel fuel in the 7-day storage tanks.  

1109 Entered LCO 3.8.1.1.d due to inadequate verification 
of D/G seven day tank fuel oil, SR 4.0.3., allowed 24 
hours until action requirement are in effect (PRO 
1-89-187).  

The Action Plan provided for removal of each 7-day_ 
storage tanks manhole covers and sampling per ASTM 
D270-1975. The first sampling was followed by the 
removal of water, sludge, and particles, and I 
additional sets of samples were obtained.  

Samples were transfered to Chattanooga Power Services 
Center for analysis per Technical Specification 
requirements.  

2130 Chattanooga Power Service Center notified Sequoyah of 
initial results for analysis of Water and Sediment 
and Viscosity. Tank 2AA initially failed the Water 
and Sediment limit at .25% by volume (Limit of .05).  
The second sample taken after pumping was within the 
acceptance criteria (Attachment E).  

08/16/89 1109- LCO 3.8.1.1.d, 24-hour clock expired, NRC was 
notified and Notice of an Unusual Event declared at 
1129.  

1430 Chemistry received the results from the insolubles 
analysis from Chattanooga Power Service Center. All 
results of the diesel fuel were within 
specifications, and applicable LCO exited.  

C. Irmediate Corrective Actions 

1. Chemistry obtained samples from each of the four tanks that makeup 
the individual 7-day tank. All sample results were within the 
specific acceptance criteria except 2AA.  

2. Each of the tanks were checked for water and if detected, the water was removed by pumping and resampled.

F I OO0Z 0-
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III. Analysis of the Event 

A. Evaluation of Plant Systems/Components 

The design of the fuel oil storage tanks does not provide an appropriate 
sampling mechanism to comply with ASTM D270-1975. This ASTM requires 
samples from the bottom, middle, and top of each tank.  

Also the design will not allow the mixing of chemical additives 
through-out the four tanks making up a 7-day tank. The only provisions 
for mixing is using the transfer pump which takes suction from the bottom 
end of one tank and rpturns the fuel to the same end of a second tank.  
Two of the four tanks that make up the 7-day tank were not in the 
recirculation path. See Attachment D print number 47W310-6 for further 
details.  

B. Evaluation of Personnel Performance 

This section is not applicable.  

C. Safety Implications 

The procedure for sampling the diesel fuel oil-used in the emergency 
diesel generators, does not ensure that the diesel generators could be 
maintained in-service if needed. The fuel oil quality can result in 
either a diesel generator not starting or being operated properly.  

D. Previous Similar Events 

The section is not applicable due to this evaluation resulting from an NER.  

IV. Root Cause Statements and Their Associated Root Cause Codes 

Performance of the Root Cause Analysis (Attachment B) resulted in the following 
determinations: 

ROOT CAUSE CODE 

1. Review during design did not consider sampling. JC 

2. Inadequate review of system design during procedure Ji 
evaluation.  

V. Finding and Corrective Actions 

A. Findings 

I. During the design or construction no means was provided for 
sampling the 7-day storage tanks as required by technical 
specification section LCO 3.8-1.1.d.

F 000261
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V. Finding and Corrective Actions 

A. Findings (continued) 

2. Interpretation of the requirements for sampling failed to identify 
that dip sampling was the only acceptable method to satisfy ASTH 
D270-1975. Recirculation sampling was not allowed.  

B. Corrective Actions 

The listed corrective action will be the responsibility of 
G. L. Fiser, Chemistry and Environmental Superintendent and will be 
completed by September 30, 1989.  

1. The Sequoyah Technical Instruction for sample collection, TI-16 
section A.10.2 and TI-37 logsheet numbers 37 and 38 will be revised 
to ensure sampling is performed per ASTM D270-1975.  

2. The Sequoyah Surveillance Instruction SI-116 for quarterly diesel 
generator fuel oil sampling will be revised to ensure sampling andi 
testing is performed per ASTH D270-1975.  
CAQR No. SQP890457 will also track these corrective actions.  

3. Sequoyah Technical Specifications addressing diesel fuel will be 
evaluated to determine if a Technical Specification change is 
needed to reflect present-day sampling and analysis techniques and 
requirements.  

4. The design of the seven day storage tanks will be evaluated for 
possible changes to facilitate sampling and enhance recirculation.  
(A Design Change Request will be submitted if warranted.) 

C. Concurrence by Responsible Organizations 
I hereby concur with the above stated corrective actions, and agree to 
complete those actions for which my organization is responsible by the 
required due date.  

-ff n&, ý" 
G. . Fiser

VI. Description of the Investigation 

The investigation team consisted of the following members: 

Don Adams, Chemistry, Event Manager 

Don Amos, Chemistry, Investigator 

Wayne Reid, Chemistry, Investigatov FOOZ6Z 

Vernon Shanks, Chemistry, Investigator 

All investigative actions as staLed in the I'Velimiiary EventL ReporL wer'e 
completed.
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VI. Description of the Investigation (continued) 

An evaluation of a Nuclear Experience Review report concerning a problem 
another nuclear power facility encountered in obtaining representative 
samples of diesel generator fuel oil was being performed. During the 
investigation it was found that the 7-day tanks are made-up of four 
individual cylindrical tanks connected at both ends. Also it was learned 
that during the recirculation process suction was being taken from the bottom 
of one tank and returned to the same end of a second tank. Prior to this 
investigation it was believed that the recirculation met the intent of ASTM 
D270-1975.  

2076e/cas

F 1000263
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APPENDIX E 

PRELIMINARY EVENT REPORT 

PRELIMINARY EVENT REPORT I 

REPORT DATE: 08-17-89

Page 1 of 4 

REPORT NO. 11-89-049

1. Plant: Sequoyah Unit(s) Affected: 1 and 2 
Discovery (Date/Time): 08/14/89 1500 Event (Date/Time): 
System(s) Affected: Emergency Diesel Generators 
Component(s) Affected: 7-day Storage Tanks (Fuel Oil) 
Plant Condition at Time of Discovery/Event: Both units in Mode 1 

Procedure(s) Involved: SI-116, SI-294, TI-16, TI-37 and SOI-18.1 
Radiological Emergency Plant Classification (if applicable): NA 
Event Classification: NA 
Position of Supervisor Directly Responsible for the Work/Evolution Leading to 
the Condition or Event: Chemistry and Environmental Superintendent

Location of Event: Diesel Generator Buildin 
Date(s) of Any Known Previous Occurrences:

NRC Notification Determination 
(phone call): 

Not Required 
Need Further Info/Review 

X NRC Call Date/Time8-15-89 11091 
a. Per 10 CFR 50 

Section: 1OCFR50.73 (J)(I)l 
Comments:

3. NRC Reportable 
(written report)? 

No 
X Yes Type/No. LER 

Due Date: 09-14-89 
Further Investigation 
Required 

Comments:

4. Nuclear Experience Review: 
Database Review for Similar Events Required? YES __ NO X "Nuclear Network Entty Required? YES __ NO X 

5. Description of Condition/Event: (For personnel. injuries, include the 
individual's name, nature of the injury, and how the individual was 
dispositioned).  

NER OE-3491 (08/10/89), an evaluation was performed on 08/14/89 on the 
sampling procedure used for the 7-day diesel fuel oil storage tanks. It was 
found that the sampling procedure required a recirculation to be performed 
prior to sampling, to provide a representative sample. The ASTM methods 
specified in the Plant Technical Specifications (ASTM D270-1975) does not 
specify this type of sampling. It was also determined that the 7-day storage 
tanks were four individuals cylindrical tanks connected at both ends and that 
during the recirculation process suction was being taken from the bottom of 
one tank and return to the same end of a second tank. This process does not 
provide adequate recirculation of all four tanks.  

F 100OO "
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PRELIMINARY EVENT REPORT I 

REPORT DATE: 08-17-89 I

Page 4 of 4 

REPORT NO. II-89-049

Event Manager Organization: Chemistry

Plant Manager or 
Duty Plant Manager

Site Director or 
Duty Site Director

Typed 

(Jr. T. LaPoint 
Typed

F o000`6
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POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE

PRO NUMBER

SON 
SQAR4 
page 10 
Revision B

1-89-187

ROUTING 

ORIGINATOR NR THOMAS

SHIFT OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR -• 2 zb" &-/ -r-r
PRS ENG

This event is: NOT REPORTABLE

REPORTABLE 

Report No.

.no upeFrvior uate

Package Distribution (when completed) Original - Sequoyah Document Control cc: PRS PRO Notebooks cc: Regulatory Licensing Experience Review Coordinator (potentially generic items only) 

FI 0OO0

RECEIVED 

AUG 16 1985 

SEQUOYAH 
COAPLIAN1CE 

LICENSING
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34 L
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Pape 2 of B 

POTENTIAL RE PORTABLE OCCURRENCE 
PART "A"

ORIGINATOR NR THOMAS 
Name

/ 6371 L-x t. OPS / 08/15/89 bection Date4-

RPS or ESF ACTUATED: NO

(as a result of the event) N/A 
List what actuated or what should 

have actuated

FI 10 0.02'

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: 
ENTERED LCO 3.8.1.1.d AT 1109 ON 8/15/89 DUE TO INADEOUATE VERIFICATION OF 
D/G SEVEN DAY TANK FUEL OIL PER SI-116.ALL FOUR D/Gs ARE INOP SINCE 
REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES HAVE NOT BEEN TAKEN.SR 4.0.3 IS ALLOWING 24 HRS 
UNTIL THE ACTION STATEMENT REOUIREMENTS ARE IN EFFECT.  

HAS A CAQR BEEN INITIATED?: NO CAQR NO. N/A 
TIME/DATE EVENT DISCOVERED 1109 08/15/89 
METHOD OF DISCOVERY OPS INFORMED BY MANAGEMENT 
LCO ENTERED OR INVOLVED 3.8.1.1 TIME/DATE LCO ENTERED 1109 08/15/89 
TIME AND DATE LCO EXITED / / 
PERSONNEL INVOLVED: OPS MAINT (Check more than one Specify if appropriate) 

PROCEDURES INVOLVED IN THE EVENT SI-II6 "(Workplan, S1', FIR, WR; WOl, GI, etc.) 

EQUIPMENT INVOLVED *Component ID) D/G 7-DAY TANK 
IS THIS ITEM 1OCFR50.49 RELATED?: NO 
PLANT ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO EVENT BOTH UNITS IN MODE I

-I
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Page 3 of 8 POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE PART "A" (continued) PRO NO. 1-89-187 

SAFETY-RELATED EQUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE AT TIME OF EVENT: 
LCO NO. EQUIPMENT NAME 

3.7.12 FIRE BARRIERS COMMON 3.3.3.10 0-RM-90-101 3 .4 . 5 2 " _ _ -- V R V - -1 0 UNIT 1 3.5.1.1 I-LT-63-I09 
.4.. . '2 _ - 1£UNV UNIT 2 3.5.1.1 2-LT-63-99 

OPERATOR ACTION TAKEN ON EVENT: 
ENTERED LC) 3.8.1.1 AND SR 4.0.3 

UNIT 1 STATUS 1 Mode .100. Power 2235 Pressure 578F Temp 
UNIT 2 STATUS 1 Mode 100% Power 2235 Pressure 578F Temp 
WAS THE REP INITIATED (IF YES, I HOUR NRC NOTIFICATION): NO 
APPLICABLE 1OCFT50.73 (if known) 10CFR50.73(A)(2)(1)(B) 
NRC NOTIFIED: NO If yes, 1OCFR N/A 
NRC PERSON NOTIFIED: N/A 

TIME 
OTHERS NOTIFIED 
OPERATIONS DUTY SPECIALIST: NO PLANT MANAGER: YES 
PORS DUTY MANAGER: NO NRC RESIDENT: NO 
WR/MR WRITITEV)TO CORRECT PROBLEM: NO NUMBER N/A 
STA SaOe 

Date D

- 'A

.0

F 10004166
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POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE 
PRO NO. /-&'1- /87 

PART "B" 
This PRO has been reviewed and, based on the information above, appears to potentially be V1___ Reportable _ Not Reportable.  

1OCFR Requirement applicable .- b.-1- C(. I_ 

Should a CAQR be initiated? V_ _ Yes No 
If yes, refer to AI-12, Part III. CAQR No. (if known) Basis: 

" 7J',-e -7 1l 

PRS ENGINEER DATE 

I.F 1..  

ILk, 48SSljaw 
F I 00Z6§
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POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE

SON 
SOA84 
Page i0 
Revision 8

PRO NUMBER 1-89-189 

ROUTING 
ORIGINATOR G STRICKLAND 08/16/89 
SHIFT OPERATIONS SUPERVYSOR -
PRS ENG/ 

lor v/

This event is: NOT REPORTABLE

REPORTABLE 

Report No.  

PrFS'upervisor Date 

Package Distribution (when comoleted) Original - SMuoyah Document Control cc: PRS PRO Notebooks cc: Regulatory Licensing Experience Review Coordinator (potentially generic items only) 

F 0 00:Z"0
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ATTACHMENT I 
Paoe 2 of 8 

POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE 
PART "A"

ORIGINATOR G STRICKLAND / 6371 / STA / 08/16/89 
Name •xt. Section Date 

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: 
AT 1109. 8/16/891 UNIT I & 2 ENTERED NOUE DUE TO D/G's DECLARED INOP.  
I HOUR PHONE CALL TO NRC FOR 50.72.a.1.i and 50.72. b.I.ii. COPY OF 
LOGS ATTACHED. i2./-SE 7 • " / 3 3 -7// A1-7, 31 

HAS A CAOR BEEN INITIATED?: YES CAOR NO.  
TIME/DATE EVENT DISCOVERED 1109 08/16/89 
METHOD OF DISCOVERY CHEM LAB NOTIFICATION 
LCO ENTERED OR INVOLVED 3.8.1.1.D TIME/DATE LCO ENTERED 1109 03/16/69 
TIME AND DATE LCO EXITED / / 
PERSONNEL INVOLVED:.- OPS "(Check more then one Epecify if appropriate) TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
PROCEDURES INVOLVED IN THE EVENT

1c

EOUIPMENT INVOLVED (Comoonent ID) 
IS THIS ITEMI 1OCFR50.49 RELATED?: NO 
PLANT ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO EVENT tI- 7, 1007.  
RPS or ESF ACTUATED: NO

(as a result of the event) N/A 
-- is--nat actuated oriwhalt shioul 

have actuatea

F 1000727
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SAFETY-RELATED

ATTACHMENT-1 
Pag 3of 8 

POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE 
PART "A" (continued) PRO NO. 1-89-189 

EOUIPMENT OUT OF SERVICE AT TIME OF EVENT: 

LCO NO. EOUIPMENT NAME

COMMON 3.7.12 3.3.3.10 

UNIT 1 3.5.1.1 

UNIT 2 3.4.3.2 3.5.1.1 

OPERATOR ACTION TAKEN ON EVENT: 

~OMPLYING WITH LCO .... AND 3,0-5 1.$ ,~o~7. ,-Le7 

UNIT I STATUS I Made 100% Power 2235 Pressure 57BF Temp 

UNIT 2 STATUS I Mode 100% Power 2235 Pressure 578F Temp 

WAS THE REP INITIATED (IF YES, I HOUR NRC NOTIFICATION): YES 

APPLICABLE 1OCFT50.73 (if known) N/A 

NRC NOTIFIED: YES If yes, I HR 1OCFR 72.A.1.I BlII 

NRC PERSON NOTIFIED:, BOB SPENCE TIME 1129 

OTHERS NOTIFIED 

OPERATIONS DUTY SPECIALIST: YES PLANT MANAGER: YES 

PORS DUTY MANAGER: NO NRC RESIDENT: YES 

,R/MR lJP T-7-T - ,CPROBLEM: NO N J-JMBER N/A 

STA _____ ;___ ) SOS

F 1000' 72J
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POTENTIAL REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE
PRO NO. /-e9-/69

PART "B" 

This PRO has been reviewed and, based on the infprmation above, appears to 
potentially be v Reportable Not Reportable.  

1OCFR Requirement applicable

Should a CAQR be initiated?

If yes, refer to 
Basis:

V Yes No

AI-12, Part III. CAQR No. (if known)
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UNIT ACTION PLAN Revision 0 

Action Plan Leader -4 Date 8 Ext: 

"I. Statement of problem/condition 

": " II. Objectives 

,".S'F,"t'- p 975-7 / 1  # t.D 2,e7-70 

f III. Tasks to be performed 

• • / • ./ . . . ... ..........• -. • 

IV. Responsible Organization/Tasks 

Responsible Organization/Individual/Phone No. Task 

N • L.( •. / / •. ,•.  
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UNIT ACTION PLAN 

V. Time Line of Action Plan: 
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Action Plan Leader: c-' / 

Approval Authority: Ct, / 

Revision:
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RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION TASK ACTION PLAN 

Responsible Organization I 

A. Prejob Analysis: 

1. Make a clear statement of the task to be performed.  

.- o 

2. Define the objectives of the task.  

3. Define Scope: Consider interconnected systems, related programs, interactive procedures etc., when trying to establish scope. A * thorough evaluation of scope will result in an enhanced picture ": of the task to-be performea.  

0239M/I j f- . -, -/ 
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RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION TASK ACTION PLAN
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Revision 0

B. Consider the following items and provide a brief statement to determine their relevance to the task for which the Action Plan is developed.  I 

1. Evaluate the task to identify obstacles and methods to resolve them.  Special conditions necessary for completion of the task should be evaluated under this heading.  

S-'A- ,,," S 7 

2. Perform a task safety analysis. Review each item to be performed in the task and ensure that both personnel and equipment safety is addressed.  .Wcr_/, - "#1-q,. 5 ,,/"

Evaluate the environment in.which work is performed. This will identify time frames that can be spent in areas, types of equipment that can be used, etc.  

Are there special cautions or warnings needed?

0 2 3 9M/IRG/mjf
F 1000280
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RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION TASK ACTION PLAN 

5. If data is to be collected what methods will be used for analysis? If Root cause Assessment is to be performed, plan to use SQA-186.  

6. Plan for procedure interface by selecting, reviewing, and placing them in proper sequence. (Prepare new procedures if required).

7. Evaluate personnel, equipment, and procedural interfaces that are required.

8. Identify the level and detail of documentation necessary to ensure proper closure of the Action Plan. Determine methods used to ensure clarity and verify adquacy.  

1 K•.) 0239M/IRG/mjf FI 000ZS
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RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION TASK ACTION PLAN 

9. Address the communication interfaces that are necessary to complete your Action Plan activities.  

10. Evaluate staff and schedule to ensure that the performance of the Action Plan can be carried out effectively.  

4

11. Determine what materials are needed or could be needed and either obtained or schedule as appropriate.  

{.  

12. Consider any special test or maintenance equipment that may be needed to complete the plan.  

F.  L K. 023 9M/IRO/mjf 
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RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION TASK ACTION PLAN 

C. Establish the sequence of events to be performed in chronological .Use enough flexibility to make changes that will have a minimal impact on the task. Consider the possible alternate or parallel ths the evaluation can take (USE A LOGIC FLOW TREE WHERE THE COMPLEXI OF THE ACTION PLAN MAKES A SEQUENTIAL CHRONOLOGICAL PLAN INADEQUATE).  

I0 
1,

L.  
1.  
U 
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- . TVA TECHM1CAL LIBRARY 
CHATTANOOGA, "ENNESSSE.

Designation: D 270 - 65 (Reapproved 1975) Amrertan Natioial Sianaird Z7 1.33-1966 
Americin National Stindards institute 

Metnod 8001F--oForal lest Metnoe 
Standard No 7SlI

Standard: 2546 

Standard Method of 
SAMPLING PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM 
PRODUCTS'

This Standard is issued under the fixed designation D 270. the number immediately following the designation indicates the .rt of onreinni adoption or. in the case or revision, the ycar or lhst revision. A numonr in parcnthesci indicates the Ve.r or last re.,tpprovAl. This m -Iso IL stindard or the American Petroleum Institute issued under the fixed designation API 2546.  
Thu method %w adopted a a joint ASTM*APJ standard in 19d3.  
Th7r mehod has been approved for use hi, agencws. of the Department of Defenie and for etwing in the DOD Index of 
Specficaiwton and Standardr.

1. scope 
1.1 This method covers procedures for ob

taining representative samples of stocks or 
shipments of crude petroleum and petroleum 
products. except electrical insulating oils. and 
butane, propane, and other pitroleum prod
ucts that are gases at atmospheric tempera
ture and pressure.  

NOTE I-The procedures described in this 
method may also rind application in sampling most 
noncorrosive liquid industrial chemicals 

NOTE 2-The procedure for sampling liquefied 
petroleum gases is described in ASTM Method D
1265. Sampling Liquefied Petroleum (LP) Gases.2 
the procedure for sampling electrical insulating oils 
in ASTM Method D 923. Sampling Electncal Insu
lating Liquids:' and the procedure for sampling 
natural gas in ASTM Method D 1145. Sampling 
Natural Gas." 

NOTE 3-The values stated in U.S. customar% 
units are to be rmearded as the standard. Mctrýc 
couivalcnts havc bocn rationalized where tolerances 
are considered non-critical.  

2. Summary orMethod 

2.1 Samples of petroleum and petroleum 
products are examined b% various methods of 
test for the determination of physical and 
chemical characteristics. It is accordingly nec
essary that the samples be truly representative 
of the petroleum or petroleum products in 
ouestion. The precautions required to ensure 
the representative character of the samples 
are numerous and depend upon the type of 
material being sampled, the tank, carrier.  
container or line from which the sample is 
being obtained, the type and cleanliness of the

sample container, and the sampling procedure 
that is to be used. A summary of the sampling 
procedures and their application is presented 
in Table 1. Each procedure is suitable for 
sampling a number of specific materials under 
definite storage. transportation, or container 
conditions: The basic principle of each proce
du.re is to obtain a sampli or a composite of 
several samples in such manner a~nd from 
such locations in the tank or other container 
that the sample or composite will be truly 
representative of the petroleum or petroleum 
product.  

3. Description of Terms 

3.1 Average Sample is one that consists of 
proportionate parts from all sections of the 
container.  

3.2 AII-LeveLs Sample is one obtained by 
submerging a stoppered beaker or bottle to a 
point as near as possible to the draw,-off level, 
then opening the sampler and raising it at a
rate such that it is about three-fourths full 
(maximum 85 percent) as it emerges from the 
liquid. An all-levels sample is not necessarilI 
an average sample because the tank volume 

'This method is under the tunsdiction of ASTM Corn.  
minee D-2 on Petroleur- Products and Lubricants and the 
API Central Committee on Petroleum Measurement.  

Current edition effective Aut 31. 1965. Onsinalli is
sted 1927. Replaces D 270 - 61 

In 1965. this method was rewnitten as a joint method with 
the Amcncan Petroleum Institute to take care or fcstures on 
ASTM and API methods fr sampling 

'Annual Book ofASTU. Slandatal. Part 23.  
A Anual Book ofASTM Siandardi. Part 40 
A n.ujal Book oltA]TM Standaraa. Pan 26 
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may not be proportional to the depth and 
because the operator may not be able to raise 
the sampler at the variable rate required for 
proportionate, filling. The rate of filling is 
proportional to the square root of the depth 
of immersion.  

NoTE 4-The tube sampling procedure. Section 
22. may be used to obtain an all-leycLs sample from 
a barrel or drum.  

3.3 Running Sample- is 'one obtained by 
lowering an unstoppered beaker or bottle 
from the top of the oil to the level of the 
bottom of the outlet connection or swing line.  
and returning it to the top of the oil at a uni
form rate of speed such that the beaker or 
bottle is about three-fourths full when with.  
drawn from the oil.  

3.4 Spot Sample is one obtained at some 
specific location in the tank by means of a 
thief, bottle, or beaker.  

3.5 Top Sample is a spot sample oLtained 
6 in. (150 mm) below the top surface of the 
liquid (Fig. 1).  

3.6 Upper Sample is a spot sample taken 
at the mid-point of the upper third of the tank 
contents (Fig. 1).  

3.7 Middle Sample is a spot sample ob
tained from the middle of the tank contents 
(Fig. 1).  

3.8 Lower Sample is a spot sample ob
tained at the level of the fixed tank outlet or 
the swing line outlet (Fig. 1).  

3.9 Clearance Sample is a spot sample 
taken 4 in. (100 mm) below the level of the 
tank outlet (Fig. I).  

3.10 Bottom Sample is one obtained from 
the material on .th.e bottom surface of the 
tank. container, or line at its lowest point.  

3.11 Drain Sample is one obtained from 
the draw-off or discharge valve. Occasionally.  
a drain sample may be the same as a bottom 
sample, as in the case of a tank car.  

3.12 Water and Sediment Sample is one 
obtained with a thief to determine the amount 
of nonmerchantable material at the bottom of 
the tank.  

3.13 Composite Sample is one made up of 
equal portions of two or more soot samples 
obtained from a tank. The term also applies 
to a series of line samples obtained from a 
free-flowing pipe line. (See Fig. I for location 
of spot samples.) 

3.14 Single Tank Composite Sample is

used in sampling petroleum products and is a 
blend of the upper, middle, and lower sam
ples. For a tank of uniform cross section.  
such as an upright cylindrical tank. the blend 
consists- of equal parts of the three samples.  
For a horizontal cylindrical tank, the blend .------

consists of the three samples in the propor
tions shown in Table 2.  

3.15 Multiple Tank Composite Sample 
(Ships. Barges, etc.). is a mixture of indi
vidual all-levels samples from the several 
compartments each of which contains the 
same grade of petroleum material. The mix
ture is blended in proportion to the volume of 
material in each compartment.  

3.16 Composite Spot Sample is a blend of 
spot samples mixed in equal proportions for 
testing. Tests may.also be made on the spot 
samples.before blending and the results aver
aged. Spot samples from crude oil tanks are 
collected as follows: 

3.16.1 7-hree-Way--On tanks larger than 
1000-barrel (160-m-) capacity which contain 
in excess of 15 ft (5 m) of oil. samples should 
be taken at the upper, middle, and lower, or 
outlet, connection of the merchantable oil, in 
the order named. On tanks of 1000-barrel 
capacity and under, this method may be used 
also.  

3.16.2 Two- Way--On tanks larger-than 
1000-barrel capacity which contain in excess 
of 10 ft (3 m) and up to 15 ft (5 m) of oil.  
samples should be taken at the upper and 
lower, or outlet, connection of the merchant
able oil, in the order named. On tanks of 
1000-barrel capacity and under, this method 
may also be used.  

3.17 Middle Spot Sample--On tanks 
larger than 1000-barrel capacity containing 10 
ft (3 m) or less of crude oil, one spot sample 
should be taken as near the center of the ver
tical column of oil as possible.  

3.18 Continuous Sample is one obtained 
from a pipeline in such manner as to give a 
representative average of a moving stream.  

3.19 Dipper Sample is one obtained by 
placing a dipper or other collecting vessel into 
the path of a free.flowing stream so as to col
lect a definite volume from the full cross sec
tion of the stream at regular time intervals for 
a constant rate of flow. or at time- intervals 
varied in proportion'to the rate of flow.  

3.20 Mixed Sample is one obtained after 
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mixing or vigorously stirring the contents of 
the original container, and then pouring out 
or drawing off the quantity desired.  

3.21 Tube of Thief Sample is one obtained 
with a sampling tube or special thief, either as 
a core sample or spot sample from a specified 
point in the container.  

3.22 Borings Sample is one obtained by" 
collecting the chips made by boring holes with" 
a ship auger from top to bottom of the mate
rial contained in a barrel, case. bag. or cake.  

3.23 Grab Sample is one obtained by col
lecting loose solids in equal quantities from 
each part or package of a shipment and in 

sufficient amount to be representative of all 
sizes and components.  

3.24 Grease Sample is one obtained by 
scooping or dipping a quantity of soft or semi

liquid material, s;uch as grease, from a 
package in such a manner that the material 
on the scoop or dipper is representative of the 
material in the package.  

APPARATUS 

4. Sample Contxiners 

4.1 Container Specifications-Sample con
tainers may be clear or brown glass bottles, or 
cans. The clear glass bottle is advantageous 
because it may be examined visually for 
cleanliness, and also allows visual inspection 
of the sample for free water or solid impuri.  
ties. The brown glass bottle affords some pro
tection from light. The only cans permissible 
are those with the seams soldered on the exte
rior surfaces with a flux of rosin in a suitable 
solvent. Such a fhux is easily removed with 
gasoline, whereas many others are very diffi
cult to remove. Minute traces of flux may 
contaminate the sample so that results ob
tained on tests for dielectric strength, resist
ance to oxidation, and sludge formation may 
be erroneous. Sample containers for manual 
sampling of crude petroleum should be vapor.  
tight, equipped with delivery" tube extending 
through the top to within '/, in. (12 mm) of the 

bottom, and with a funnel and positive closure 
to allow for submerged filling.  

4.2 Container Closure-Cork or glass stop
pers. or screw caps of plastic or metal. may 
be used for glass bottles; screw caps only shall 
be used for cans to provide a vaportight clo
sure seal. Corks must be of good quality.

K)

clean and free from holes and loose bits of 
cork. Never use rubber stoppers. Contact of 
the sample with the cork may be prevented b% 
wrapping tin or aluminum foil around the 
cork before forcing it into the bottle. Glass 
stoppers must be a perfect fit. Screw caps 
must be protected by a fork disk faced with 
tin or aluminum foil. or other material that 
ivill not affect petroleum or petroleum prod
ucts.  

4.3 Cleaning Procedure-All sample con
tainers must be absolutely clean and free of 
water, dirt, lint, washing compounds. naph
tha, or other solvents, soldering fluxes or 
acids, corrosion, rust, and oil. Before using a 
container, rinse it with Stoddard solvent or 
other naphtha of similar volatility. (It may be 
necessary to use sludge solvents to remove all 
traces of sediment and sludge from containers 
previously used.) Then wash the container 
with' strong soap solution, rinse it thoroughly 
with tap water, and finally with distilled 
water. Dry either by passing a current of 
clean, warm air through the container or b) 
placing it in a hot dust-free cabinet at 104 F 
(40 C) or higher. When dry. stopper or cap 
the container immediately. In the ordinary 
field. sampling of crude petroleum, washing 
with soap and rinsing with water may be elim
inated.  

5. Sampling Apparatus 

5.1 Sampling apparatus is described in 
detail under each of the specific sampling 
procedures. Clean, dry, and free all sampling 
apparatus from any substance that might con
Laminate the material, using the procedure 
described in 4.3.  

SAMPLING INSTRUCTIONS AND 

PRECAUTIONS 

6. Time and Place of Sampling 

6.1 Crude Petroleum: By mutual agree
ment. samples may be taken either from 
tanks or from pipelines. The pipeline samoles 
may be obtained by either manual or mechan
ical methods as described in Sections IS to 
20, inclusive.  

6.1.1 Stationary Tanks-Samples may be 
taken from tanks by mutual agreement as fol
lows: composite spbt. middle spot, all-levels.  
running samples, or by sample cocks. Addi
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tional samples may be taken as deemed neces
sary.  

6.12 Ship or Barge Tanks-Samples of 
crude petroleum shall be taken as follows: 

6.1.2.1 From the shore tanks before loadin3, 
and both before and after discharging. These 
shall be all-levels samples as described in 3.2 
or running samples as described in 3.3.  

6.1.2.2 From the pipeline during loading 
and discharging. -These shall be taken by the 
procedures given in the Sections 1 to 20.  

6.1.2.3 From the ship's tanks after loading 
and before discharging. An all-levels sample 
as described in 3.2 or a running sample as de
scribed in 3.3 shall be obtained from the ship's 
cargo tanks as follows: 

!Number o(Grades minimum Number orSampios 
1 3 compartmenu 

Number or Comoart.  
mcints Containing 

One Grade 

I to 2 each comoarnment 
3 to 6 2 comoanmncnts 
7 or more 3 comoantcrnts 

6.1.3 Except as specifically exempted, when 
loading a ship. shore tank samples shall be ".official." However. ship's tank samples shall 
also be tested for water and sediment. and *for 
other aspects of quality, when required: the 
results of these tests, together with tests of 
shore tank samples, shall be shown on the 
cargo certificate. Except when specifically 
exempted, when discharging a ship. ship's 
tank samples shall be '*official." By mutual 
agreement, line samples may be used for the 
official samples, but samples from shore and 
ship tanks are preferred.  

6.2 Finished Products-When loading or 
discharging finished products, take samples 
from both shipping and receiving tanks, and 
from the pipeline if required.  

6.2.1 Ship or Barge Tanks-Sample each 
product after the vessel is loaded or just be
fore unloading.  

6.2.2 Tank Cars-Samole the product after 
the car is loaded or just before unloading.  

NOTE 5-When taking samples from tanks sus
pected of containing flammable atmospheres. pre
cautions should be taken to guard against ignitions 
due to static electricity. Metal or conductive ob
jects. such as gaze tapes. samcte containers, and 
thermometers. Should not be lowered into or sus
pended in. a compartment or tank wnicn is beinz 
filled or immeditateiv after cessation of pumping. A 
waiting period of approximately I mm rill lener-

Ully permit .a substantial relaxation of the clectro
static charge: under certain conditions a longer pe.  
nod may be deemed advisaole.  

6.2.3 Package Lots (Cans. Drums. Barrels.  
or Boxes)--Take samples from a sufficient 
number of the individual packages to prepare 
a composite sample which will be representa
tive of the entire lot or shipment. Select at 
random the individual packages to be sam
pled. The number of such random packages 
will depend upon several practical considera
tions, such as: 

6.2.3.1 The tightness of the product specifi
cations.  

6.2.3.2 The source and type of the material 
and whether or not more than one production 
batch may be represented in the lot. and 

6.2.3.3 Previous experience with similar 
shipments, particularly with respect to the 
uniformity of quality from package to 
package.  

6.2.3.4 In most cases, the number specified 
in Table 3 will be satisfactory.  

7. Obtaining Samples 

7.1 Directions for sampling cannot be 
made explicit enough to cover all cases. Ex
treme care and good judgment are necessary 
to ensure samples that represent the general 
character and average condition of the mate
rial. Clean hands are important. Clean gloves 
may be worn but only when absolutely neces
sary. such as in cold weather, or when han
dling materials at high 'temperature. or for 
reasons of safety. Select wioing cloths so that 
lint is not introduced, contaminating samples.  

7.2 As many petroleum vapors are toxic 
and flammable, avoid breathing them or ig
niting them from an open flame or a spark 
produced by static.  

7.3 When sampling relatively volatile prod
ucts (more than 2 lb (0.14 kgf/cm1 ) Reid 
vapor pressure (Rvp)). the sampling apparatus 
shall be filled and allowed to drain before' 
drawing the. sample. If the sample is to be 
transferred to another container, this zon
.ainer shall also be rinsed with some of the 
volatile product and then drained. When the 
actual sample is emptied into this container.  
the sampling aoparatus should be upended 
into the opening of the sample container ind 
remain in this position until the contents have 

F 10 002,s8
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been transferred so that no unsaturated air 
will be entrained in the transfer of the sample.  

7.4 When sampling nonvolatile liquid prod
ucts (2 lb (0.14 kgficm') Rvp or less), the 
sampling apparatus shall be filled and allowed 

Jto drain before drawing the actual sample. If 
the actual sample is to be transferred to an
other container, the sample container shall be 
rinsed with some of the product to be sampled 
and drained before it is filled with the actual 
sample.  

8. Handling Samples 
8.1 Volatile Samples-it is necessary to 

protect all volatile samples of petroleum and 
petroleum products from evaporation.  
Transfer the product from the sampling appa
ratus to the sample container immediately.  
Kep the container closed except when the 
material is being transferred. When samples 
of more than 16 lb (1.12 kgf/cm') Rvp are ( • being obtained, be sure to use containers 
strong enough to meet -local safety regula
tions. After delivery to the laboratory., volatile 
samples should be cooled before the container 
is opened. 1.  

8.2 Light-Sensitive Samples-It is impor
tant that samples sensitive to light, such as 
gasoline containing tetraethyllead, be kept in 
the dark, if the testing is to include the deter
mination of such properties as color. tetrac
thyllead and inhibitor contents, sludge
forming characteristics, stability tests, or neu
tralization value. Brown glass bottles ma% be 
used. Wrap or cover clear glass bottles imme
diately. It is a definite advantage to use cov
ered cardboard cartons into which the sample 
bottles may be placed ir'mediately after 
collection.  

8.3 Refined Materials-Protect highly re
fined products from moisture and dust by 

- placing paper, plastic, or metal foil over the 
stopper and the top of the container.  

8.4 Container Outage-Never completely 
fill a sample container, but allou adequate 
room for expansion, taking into consideration 
the temperature of the liquid at the time of 
filling and the probable maximum ttmpecra
ture to which the filled container may be sub
Sjected.  

9. Shipping Samples 
9.1 To prevent loss of liquid and vapors

during shipment, and to protect against mois
ture and dust. cover the stoppers of glass bot
tles with plastic caps that have been swelled in 
water, wiped dry. placed over the tops of the 
stoppered bottles, and allowed to "shrink 
tightly in place. The caps of metal containers 
must be screwed down tightly and checked for 
leakage. Postal and express office regulations 
applying to the shipment of flammable liquids 
must be observed.  

10. Labeling Sample Containers 

10.1 Label the container immediately after 
a sample is obtained. Use waterproof and oil
proof ink or a pencil hard enough to dent the 
tag. since soft pencil and ordinary ink mark
ings are subject to obliteration from moisture.  
oil smearing. and handling. Include the fol
lowing information: 

10.1.1 Date and time (the period -elapsed 
during continuous sampling and the hour and 
minute of collection for dipper samples).  

10.1.2 Name of the sampler.  
10.1.3 Name or number and owner of the 

vessel. car, or container.  
10.1.4 Brand and grade of material, and 
10.1.5 Reference symbol or identification 

number.  

SAMPLING PROCEDURES 

11. General Informnation 

11.1 The standard sampling procedures 
described in this method are summarized in 
Table 1. Alternative sampling procedures may 
be used if a mutually satisfactory agreement 
has been reached by the parties involved.  
Such agreement shall be put in writing and 
signed by authorized officials.  

BOTTLE OR BEAEER SAMPLING 

12. Application 

12.1 The bottle or beaker sampling proce
dure is applicable for sampling liquids of 16 
lb (0.12 kgf/cm') Rvp or less in tank cars.  
tank trucks, shore tanks, ship tanks, and 
barge tanks. Solids or semiliquids that can be 
liquefied by heat may be sampled by this pro
cedure. provided they are true liquids at time 
of sampling.  

13. Apparatus 

13.1 A suitable sampling bottle or beaker.
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as shown in Fig. 2. is required. Recommended 
uses and diameter of openings in the bottle or 
beaker are given in Table 4.  

14. Procedure 
14.1 All.Levels Sample-Lower the 

weighted. stoppered bottle or beaker as near 
as possible to the draw-off level, pull out the 
stopper with a sharp jerk of the cord or chain 
and raise the bottle at a uniform rate so that 
it is about three-fourths full as it emerges 
from the liquid.  

14.2 Runnting Sample-Lower the unstop
pered bottle or beaker as near as possible to 
the level of the bottom of the outlet connec
tion or swing line and then raise the bottle or 
beaker to the top of the oil at a uniform rate 
of speed such that it is about three-fourths full 
when withdrawn from the oil.  

14.3 Upper. Middle, and Lower Samples
Lower the weighted, stoppered bottle to the 
proper depths (Fig. 1) as follows: 
Upper sample middle of upper third of the tank con

tents 
Middle sample middle of the tank contents 
Lower sample level of the fixed tank outlet or the 

swinhlinn outlet 

Pull out the stopper with a sharp jerk of the 
cord or chain and allow the bottle or beaker 
to fill completely at the selected level, as evi
denced by the cessation of air bubbles. When 
full, raise the bottle or beaker, pour off a 
"small amount, and stopper immediately.  

14.4 Multiple Tank Composite Sample
Prepare a composite sample in the laboratory 
(not in the field) by mixing portions of the all
levels samples as specified in 3.15.  

14.5 Composite Spot Sample-Prepare a 
composite spot sample by mixing spot sam
pies in equal proportions as specified in 3.16.  
using either the three-way or the two-way 
procedure, whichever applies.  

14.6 Middle *Spot Sample-Obtain this 
sample in the manner soectfied in Section 
3.17.  

14.7 Top Sample-Obtain this sample 
(Fig. 1) in the same manner as specified in 
10.3 but at 6 in..(150 mm) below the top sur
face of the tank contents.  

14-.8 Handling-Stopper and label bottle 
samoles immediately after taking them. and 
deliver to the laboratory in the original sam
pling bottles.

sJo
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TAP SAMPLING 

15. Application 

15.1 The tap sampling procedure is appli
cable for sampling liquids of 26 lb (1.83 
kgf/cm') Rvp or less in tanks which are 
equipped with suitable sampling taps or lines.  
This procedure is recommended for volatile 
stocks in tanks of the breather and balloon
roof type. spheroids. etc. (Samples may be 
taken from the drain cocks of gage glasses, if 
the tank is not equipped with sampling taps.) 
The assembly for tap sampling is shown in 
Fig. 3.  

NOTE 6-I1f Rvp is more than 16 lb (1.12 
kgf/cm-1) but not more than 26 lb (1.33 kgf/cm=) a 
cooling bath as shown in 4-4.2. Fig. 10. shall be used 
between the tank tao and the sample container to 
cool the sample and prevent volatilization of low
boiling components.  

16. Arparatun 

16.1 Tank Taps-The tank should be 
equipped with at least three sampling taps 
placed equidistant throughout the tank heizht 
and extending at least 3 ft (I m) inside the 
tank shell. A standard A4-in. pipe with suit
able valve is satisfactory.  

16.2 Sample Cocks-Samples of crude pe
troleum may be taken through sample cocks 
properly placed in the shell of the tank. The 
upper sample cock shall be located 18 in. (457 
mm) below the top of the tank shell: the lower 
sample cock shall be located level with the 
bottom of the outlet connection or at the top 
of an upturned elbow or other similar fitting 
if installed on the outlet connection: and the 
middle sample cock shall be located halfway 
between the upper and lower sample cocks.  
An additional cock for the clearance sample 
should be located 4 in. (100 mm) below the 
bottom of the outlet connection to determine 
whether the level of merchantable oil is at 
least below this point. The sample cocks 
should be located a minimum of 6 ft (1.3 m) 
distant circumrferentially from the pipeline 
outlet and drain connections, and S ft (2.4 ml 
from the filling line connection. The sample 
cocks should be of 1,'-in. (19 mm) size. and the 
lines should be of K4.in. nominal diameter for 
crude oil of 18 deg APN gravity or less. For 
lighter oil. :--in. (12.7-mm)-iize cocks, with 
L:-in. nominal diame'er lines, should be used.  
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The lines should extend a minimum of 4 in.  
(102 mm) inside the tank shell, except on 
floatine-roof tanks, where flush installations 
are necessar). All sample cocks should be 
equipped with sealable valves and plugged 
inspection tees.  

16.2.1 On tanks of more than 10.000-barrel 
(1600-m') capacity, at least two sets of sample 
cocks shall be installed, located equidistant 
apart. around the circumference of the tank.  
Five or more sample cocks should be installed 
per set. evenly spaced between lower and 
upper sample levels.  

16.3 Tube-A delivery tube that will not 
contaminate the product being sampled and 
long enough to reach to the bottom of the 
sample container is required to allot sub
merged filling. When a cooling bath is used 
while tap sampling, a similar suitable tube 
should be used betwen the tank tap and the 
cooler inlet.  

16.4 Sample Containerz-Use clean. dr) 
glass bottles of convenient size and strength to 
receive the samples. If the vapor pressure of 
the product to be sampled is between 16 and 
26 lb (1.12 and 1.83 kgf/cm2) Rvp. protect 
the bottle with a metal cover until the s ample 
is discarded. In some cases, such as the sam
pling of crude petroleum. metal containers 
may be used instead of glass bottles.  

17. Procedure 

17.1 Before a sample is drawn, flush the 
tap (or gage glass drain cock) and line until 
they are purged completel). Connect the clean 
delivery tube to the tap. Dray, upper, middle.  
or lower sampler directly from the respective 
taps after the flushing operation. Stopper and 
label the sample container immediatcl% after 
filling, and deliver it to the laboratory.  

17.2 When a sample cooler is used dunng 
the tap sampling operation. flush the tap (or 
gage glass drain cock). Then. using a section 
of clean tubing. connect the tap to the cooler 
inlet. Flush the cooler throuchl%. after which 
connect the clean delivecr tube to the cooler 
outlet and proceed with the sampling opera
tion.  

17.3 In the sampling of crude petroleum.  
check for merchantable oil at the clearance 
sample cock. Flush each sample connection 
until all oil from the previous run has been

K

removed and the sample lines are filled with 
fresh oil from the tank.  

17.3.1 On tanks of 10.000-barrel (1600-m') 
capacit. or smaller, samples of equal amounts 
shall be taken from the lower, middle, and 
upper sample connections. A measuring cup 
of proper size may be used to assure the 
drawing of the proper quantity from each 
sample cock.  

17.3.2 On tanks of more than 10.00-barrel 
capacitN. samples of equal amounts shall be 
taken from each of the sample connections at 
each set of sample connections.  

17.3.3 All samples shall be mixed in equal 
proportions for a composite sample, or the 
samples may 6 e tested separately and the re
suits averaged.  

17.3.4 When crude oil in a tank fails to 
reach the upper or middle sample cocks on a 
tank equipped with three sample cocks. it is 
suggested that the sample for the run be ob
tained as follows: if the level of the oil is 
nearer the upper sample cock than the mid
dle. two thirds of the sample shall be taken 
from the middle sample cock and one-third 
frorff the lower. If the level of oil is nearer the 
middle sample cock than the upper, one half 
of the sample shall be taken from the middle 
and one half from the lower. If the level of 
the oil is belou the middle sample cock. all of 
the sample shall be taken from the lower 
cock.  

CO'N-rINUOUS SAMPLING 

18. Application 

18.1 The continuous sampling procedure is 
applicable for samoling liquids of 16 (1.12 
kgf/cm') Rvp or less and semiliquids in pipe
lines, filling lines, and transfer lines. The con
tinuous sampling may be done manuall] or by 
using automatic devices.  

19. Apparatus 

19.1 Sampling Probe-The function of the 
sampling probe is to withdrav, from the flov.  
stream a portion that %kill be representative of 
the entire stream. The apparatus assembly for 
continuous sampling is shown in Fig. 4. Probe 
desiens that are commonlý used are as fol
lows

19.1.1 A tube extending to the center of the 
line and beveled at a 45-deg angle facing up
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stream (Fig. 1(a)).  
19.1.2 A long-radius forged elbow or pipe 

bend extending to the center line of the pipe 
and facing upstream. The end of the probe 
should be reamed to give a sharp entrance 
edge. (Fig. 4(b)).  

19.1.3 A closed-end tube with a round ori
rice spaced near the closed end which should 
be positioned in such a way that the orifice is 
in the center of the pipeline and is facing the 
stream as shown in Fig. 4(c).  

19.2 Since the fluid pumped may not in all 
canses be homogeneous, the position and size 
of the sampling probe should be such as to 
minimize stratification or dropping out of 
heavier particles within the tube or the dis
placement of oil within the tube as a result of 
variation in gravity of the flowing stream. The 
sampling probe should be located preferably 
in a vertical run of pipe and as near as prac
ticable to the point where the oil passes to the 
receiver. The probe should always be in a hor
izontal position.  

19.2.1 The sampling lines should be as 
short as practicable and should be cleared 
before any samples are taken.  

19.2.2 A suitable device for mixing'the 
fluid flow to ensure a homogeneous mixture 
at all rates of flow and to eliminate stratifica
tion should be installed upstream of the sam
pling tap. Some effective devices for obtaining 
a homogeneous mixture are as follows: reduc
tion in pipe size: a series of baffles: orifice or 
perforated plate: and a combination of any of 

*these methods.  
19.2.3 The design or sizing of these devices 

is optional with the -user. as long as the flow 
past the sampling point is homogeneous and 
stratification is eliminated.  

19.3 To control the rate at which the 
sample is withdrawn, the probe or probes 
should be fitted with valves or plug cocks.  

19.4 Automatic Sampling Devices-if 
mutually agreeable. automatic line-sampling 
devices that meet the standards set out in 19.5 
may be used to withdraw line samples for the 
purpose of determining gravity, water, and 
sediment, and other charactenstics required in 
the custody trahsfer of crude petroleum.  
These devices may also be used in obtaining 
samples of petroleum products. The quantity 
of sample collected must be of sufficient size

(C
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for analysis, and its composition should be 
identical with the composition of the batch 
flowing in the line while the sample is being 
taken. An automatic sampler installation nec
essarily includes not only the automatic sam
pling device that extracts the samples from 
the line. but also a suitable probe, connecting 
lines, auxiliary equipment. and a container in 
which the sample is collected. Automatic 
samplers may be classified as follows: 

19.4.1 Continuous Sampler. Time Cycle 
(A'onproportionaf) Types-A sampler de
signed and operated in such a manner that it 
transfers equal increments of liquid from the 
pipeline to the sample container at a uniform 
rate of one or more increments per minute is 
a continuous sampler.  

19.4.2 Continuous Sampler. Flow-Respon
sive (Proporttonal) Type-A sampler that is 
designed and operated in such a manner that 
it will automatically adjust the quantity of 
sample in proportion to the rate of flow is a 
flow-responsive (proportional) sampler. Ad
justment of the quantity of sample may be 
made either by varying the frequency of trans
ferring" equal increments of sample to the 
sample container, or by varying the volume of 
the increments while maintaining a constant 
frequency of transferring the increments to 
the sample container. The apparatus assembly 
for continuous sampling is shown in Fig. 4.  

19.4.3 Intermittent Sampler-A sampler 
that is designed and operated in such a 
manner that it transfers equal increments of 
liquid from a pipeline to the sample container 
at a uniform rate of less than one increment 
per minute is an intermittent sampler.  

19.5 Standards of Installation-Automatic 
"sampler installations should meet all safety 
requirements in the plant or area where used.  
and should comply with American National 
Standard Code for Pressure Piping, and other 
applicable codes (A4NS[ 831.1). The sampler 
should be so installed as to provide ample 
acess space for inspection and maintenance.  

19.5.1 Small lines connecting various ele
ments of the installation should be so ar
ranged that complete purging of the auto
matic sampler and of all lines can be accom
plished effectively. All fluid remaining in the 
sampler and the lines from the preceding 
sampling cycle should be purgea immeciately
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before the start of an% given sampling opera- of pumping.  tion. 19.6.2 If the sampling of the delivery tank 19.5.2 In those cases where the sampler is to be delayed beyond I h. then the tank sedesign is such that complete purging of the lected must be equippcd with an adequate sampling lines and the sampler is not possible, mixing means. For valid comparison, the a small pump should be installed in order to sampling of the delivery tank must be com.  circulate a continuous stream from the sam- pleted within 8 h after cessation of pumping.  pling tube past or through the sampler-and even though the tank is equipped with a back into the line. The automatic sampler motor-driven mixer.  should then withdraw the sample from the 19.6.3 When making a normal full-tank sidestream through the shortest possible delivery from a tank. a properl] secured connection, sample may be used to check the results of - 19.5.3 Under certain conditions, there may the sampler if the parties mutually agree to be a tendency for water and heavy particles to this procedure.  
drop out in the discharge line from the sam- 19.7 Receiver-The receiver must be a pling device and appear in the sample con- clean. dry container of convenient size to retainer during some subsequent sampling pc- ceive the sample. All connections from the riod. To circumvent this possibility, the dis. sample probe to the sample container must be charge pipe from the sampling device should free of leaks. Two types of container may be be fre orpockets or enlarged pipe areas, and used. depending upon service requirements: preferably should be pitched downward to the 19.7.1 Atmospheric Container-The atsample container. mospheric container shall be constructed in 19.5.4 To ensure clean, free-flowing lines, such a way that it retards evaporation loss piping should be designed for periodic and protects the sample from extraneous macleaning. When sampling wax% or high-vis- terial such as rain. snox. dust. and trash. The cosity oils. it may be necessan to .heat the construction should allow cleaning, interior lines and sampler. inspection, and complete mixing of the sample 19.6 Field Calibration -Composite sam- prior to removal. The container should be ples obtained from the automatic sampler in- provided with a suitable vent.  stallation should be verified for quantity per- 19.7.2 Closed Container-The closed conformance in a manner that meets with the tamner shall be constructed in such a manner approval of all parties concerned, at least that it prevents evaporation loss. The cononce a month and more often if conditions struction must allou cleaning, interior inspecwarrant. In the case of time-cycle samplers, tion and complete mixing of the sample prior deviations in quantit% of the sample taken to removal. The container should be equipped should not exceed =5 percent for an% given with a pressure-relief valve.  setting. In the case of flow-responsive sam
piers. the deviation in quantit% of sample 20. Procedure 
taken per 1000 barrels of flowing stream 20.1 Nonautomatic Sample: should, not exceed =5 percent. For the pur- 20.1.1 Adjust the valve or plug cock from pose of field-calibrating an installation, the the sampling probe so that a steads stream is composite sample obtained from the auto- drawn from the probe. Whenever possible, the matic sampler under test should be verified rate of sample withdrawal should be such that for qualit by companng on the basis of phys. the velocitn of liquid flowing through the ical and chemical properties, with either a probe is approximatel] equal to the average properl. secured continuous nonautomatic linear velocit% of the stream flowing through sample or tank sample The tank sample the pipeline. Measure and record the rate of should be taken under the following condi- sample withdrawal as gallons per hour. Divert tions: the sample stream to the sampling container 19.6.1 The batch pumped during the test continuously or intermittentl) to provide a interval should be diverted into a clean tank quantit. of sample that will be of sufficient and a sample taken within I h after cessation size for analysis.
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20.1.2 In sampling crude petroleum. sam

ples of Vi pt (0.24 liter) or more should be 
taken every- hour or less--whichever is 
thought necessary. By mutual agreement, the 
sample period may be increased to 2-h inter
vals. It is important that the size of the sam
ples and the intervals between the sampling 
operations be uniform for each batch of mate.  
rial to be sampled.  

20.1-.1 The sample of crude petroleum 
should be placed in a closed container and at 
the end of a 24-h period, or at a predeter.  
mined period, the combined samples should 
be gently, yet thoroughly, mixed and a com
posite sample taken for test purposes. The 
sample container should be vapor-tight.  
equipped with a delivery tube extending 
through the top to within V- in. (12 mm) of the bottom, and with a funnel and positive 
closure for allowing submerged filling. The 
sample container should be stored in a cool.  
dry place: exposure to direct sunlight should 
be avoided.  

20.1.2.2 Duplicate line samples obtained 
for gravity, and water and sediment tests may 
be taken, according to the instructions for 
sampling, and the tests made at that time:-A 
record of the results of such tests should be 
kept and averaged for a 24-h period, or for a 
predetermined period. The composite or av
erage of hourly samples is acceptable.  

20.1.3 Label the sample and deliver it to 
the laboratory in the container in which it was 
collected.  

20.2 Automatic Sampling--Purge the 
sampler and the sampling lines immediately 
before the start of-a~sampling operation. If 
the sample design is such that complete 
purging is not possible, circulate a continuous 
stream from the probe past or through the 
simpler and back into the line. Withdraw the 
sample from- the side stream through the au
tomatic sampler using the shortest possible 
connections. Adjust the sampler to deliver not 
less than one and not more than 40 gal (151 
liters) of sample during the desired sampling 
period. For time-cycle samolers, record the 
rate at which samole increments were taken 
per minute. For flow-responsive samplers.  
record the proportion of sample to total 
stream. Label the samples and deliver them to 
the laboratory in the containers in which they 
were collected. Alternatively. in the case of

crude petroleum, the analysis of the sample 
may be performed in the field.  

NOTE 7-When sampling semiliquids, heat the sampler lines. sampler, and receiver to a tempera.  ture just sufficient to keep the material liquid and to assure accurate- operation of the samoling devices.  

DIPPER SAMPLING 

21. Applicadon 

21.1 The dipper sampling procedure is ap
plicable for sampling liquids of 2 lb (0.14 
kgf/cm') Rvp or less and semiliquids where a 
free or open discharge stream exists. as in 
small filling and transfer pipelines (2-in. di
ameter or less) and filling apparatus for bar
rels. packages, and cans.  

27- Apparatus 

22.1 Dipper-Use a dipper with a flared 
bowl and a handle of convenient.length. made 
of material such as tinned steel that will not 
affect the product being tested. The dipper 
should have a *capacity suitable for the 
amount to be collected (Section 23) and must 
be protected from dust and dirt when not 
being used.  

22.2 Sample Container-Use a clean, dry 
container of the desired size.  

23. Procedure 

23.1 Insert the dipper in the free-flowing 
stream so that a portion is collected from the 
full cross section of the stream. Take portions 
at time intervals chosen so that a complete 
sample proportional to the pumped quantity 
is collected. The gross amount of sample col
lected should be approximately 0.1 percent.  
but not more than 40 gal (105 liters), of the 
total quantity being sampled. Transfer the 
portions into the sample container as soon as 
collected. Keep the container closed, except 
when .pouring a-dipper portion into it. As 
soon as all portions of the sample have been 
collected, close and label the samole con
tainer, and deliver it to the laboratory.  

TUBE SAMPLING 

24. Application 

24.1 The tube sampling procedure is appli
cable for samoling liquids of 2 lb (0.14 
kgf/cm-) Rvp or less and semiliquids in 
drums, barrels. and cans.
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25. Apparatus 

25.1 Tube-Either a glass or metal tube ma3 be used. designed so that it will reach to within about 1/s in. (3.2 mm) of the bottom 
and have a capacity ot approximately 1 pt (0.5 liters) or I qt (I liter). A metal tube suitable for sampling 50-gal (190-liter) drums is shown- in Fig. 5. Two rings soldered to oppo.  site sides of the tube at the upper end are convenient for holding it by slipping two fingrrs through the rings. thus leaving the thumb free to close the opening.  

25.2 Sample Containers-Use clean. dry cans or glass bottles.  
2.6. Procedure 

26.1 Drums and Barrels-plac the drum or barrel on its side with the bung up. If the drum does not have a side bung. stand it uplright and sample from the top. If detection of water, rust or other insoluble contaminants is desired, let the barrel or drum remain in this position long enough to permit the contami.  nants to settle. Remove the bung and place it beside the bung hole with the oil% side up.  Close the upper end oa the clean. dr% sampling tube with the thumb, and lower the tube into the oil for a depth Of about 1 ft (0.3 m).  Remove the thumb, allowing oil to flou into the tube. Again close the upper end with the thumb and withdrau the tube. Rinse the tube with the oil by holding it nearly, horizontal 
and turning it so that the oil comes in contact with that part of the inside surface that will be immersed when the sample is taken. Avoid handling any part of the tube that will be immersed in the-oil during the sampling oper
ation. Discard the rinse ofl and allow the tube 
to drain. Insert the tube into the oil again.  
holding the thumb against the upper end. (If an all-levels sample is desired. insert the tube with the upper end open.) When the tube 
reaches the bottom, remove the thumb and allow the tube to fill. Replace the thumb.  
withdraw the tube quickl) and transfer the contents to the samr)le container. Do not allou the hands to come in contact with any 
part of the sample. Close the sample container: replace* and tighten the bung in the drum or barrel. Label the sample container 
and deliver it to the laboratory. f 26.2 Cans-Obtain samples from cans of 5-gal (19 -hIter) capacit% or larger in the same s
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manner as from drums and barrels (26.1).  
using a tube of proportionately smaller di.  
mensions. For cans of less than 5-gal capac
ity. use the entire contents as the samole. se
lecting cans at random as indicated in Table 3 or in accordance with agreement between the 
purchaser and the seller.  

THIEF SAMPLING 

27. Application 

27.1 The thief sampling procedure is appli
cable for obtaining bottom samples (Fig. 1).  or oa semiliquids in tank cars and storage 
ianks.  

27.2 The thief is also widely used in sampling crude petroleum in storage tanks. In this application it may be used for taking samples 
at different levels as well as for bottom samples of nonmerchantable oil and water at the 
bottom of the tank.  

28. Apparatus 

28.1 Thief-The thief shall be designed so that a sample can be obtained within 1 in..  (13- mm) of the bottom of the car or tank.  Two types of thiefs are illustrated in Fig. 6.  One, type is lowered into the tank with valves 
open to permit the oil to flush through the container. When the thief strikes the bottom 
of the tank. the valves shut automatically to trap a bottom sample. The other type has a.  projecting stem on the valve rod which opens the valves automaticallv' as the stem strikes 
the bottom of the tank. The sample enters the container through the bottom valve and air is released simultaneously through the top. The valves snap shut when the thief is withdrawn.  
A core-type thief similar to that shown in Fig.  6 (bW. with a uniform cross section and bottom closure and with a capacity depending 
upon the size of the sample required. ma% be 
used for sampling crude petroleum. The thief should be capable of penetrating the oil in the 
tank to the required level. mechanicallh 
equipped to permit filling at an% desired levei.  
and capable of being withdrawn wi:hout 
undue contamination of the contents. The 
hief ma2 be equipped with the following: 

28.1.1 Sample cocks for obtaining samples 
or the determination oa water and sediment.  

28.1.2 Extension rods for use in obtaining 
amples at levels corresponding with require.  
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ments for high connections or for samples to 

determine high settled water and sediment 
levels.  

28.1.3 Water and sediment gage for deter
mining the height of water and sediment in 
the thief.  

28.1.4 Windshield to be used when taking 
the gravity and temperature of the oil.  

28.1.5 Opener to break the tension on the 
valve or slide at any desired level.  

28.1.6 A thief cord marked so that sample 
can be taken at any depth in the vertical cross 
section of the tank. and 

28.1.7 Hook to hang the thief in the hatch 
"- vertically.  

"28.2 Sample Containers-Use clean, dry 

cans or glass bottles.  

29. Procedure 

29.1 Lower the clean, dry thief through the 
dome of the tank car or tank hatch until it 

strikes the bottom. When full, remove the 

thief and transfer the contents to the sample 
container. Close and label the container im

mediately, and deliver it to the laboratory.  
29.2 In the sampling of crude petroleum.  

lower the clean, dry thief slowly into the oil to 
the desired depth, trip the thief to secure the 
sample and raise slowly to avoid agitation.  
The proper depths for sampling are described 
in Section 3.  

BORiNG SAMPLING 

30. Application 

30.1 The boring.sampling procedure is ao

plicable for sampling waxes and soft solids in 

barrels, cases, bags. and cakes when they 

cannot be melted and sampled as liquids.  

31. Apparatus 

31.1 Ship Auger-Use a ship auger V4 in.  

(19 mm) in diameter. similar to that shown in 

Fig. 7. and of sufficient length to pass through 

the material to be sampled.  
31.2 Sample Containers-Use clean, wide.  

mouth, metal containers or glass jars with 
covers.  

32. Procedure 

32.1 Remove the heads or covers of barrels 

and cases. Open bags and wrappings of cakes.  
Remove any dirt. sticks. stnng. or other for-

eign substances from the surface of the mate
rial. Bore three test holes through the body of 
the material. one at the center, the other two 

halfway between the center and the edge of 

the package on the rizht and left sides. respec
tively. If any foreign matter is removed from 
the interior of the matenal during the bonng 

.'operation. include it as part of the borings.  
Put the three sets of borings in individual 
sample contajners. label and deliver them to 
the laooratory.  

33. Laboratory Inspection 

33.1. If there are any visible differences in 
the samples. examine and test each set of bor
ings at the laboratory. Otherwise, combine 
the three sets of borings into one sample. If 

subdivision of the bonngs is desired, chill.  
pulverize (if necessary). mix. and quarter the 
borings until reduced to the desired amount.  

GRAB SAMPLING 

34. Application 

34.1 The grab sampling procedure is appli
cable for sampling all lumpy solids in bins.  
bunkers, freight cars, barrels, bags. boxes.  
and conveyors. It is particularly applicable for 
the collection of green petroleum coke sam
ples from railroad cars and for the prepara
tion of such samples for laboratory analysis.  
Refer to ASTM Method D 346. Sampling 
Coke for Analysis.' when other methods of 
shipping or handling are used.  

34.2 Place of Sampling-Petroleum coke 

may be sampled while being loaded into rail
road cars from piles or after being loaded into 
railroad cars from coking drums.  

35. Apparatus 

35.1 Sample Container.--A polyethylene 

pail of approximately l0-qt (10-liter) capacity.  
35.2 Scoop, stainless steel or aluminum.  

No. 2 size.  

36. Procedure 

36.1 Sampling-Lumpy solids are usually 
heterogeneous and therefore are difficult to 

sample accurately. It is preferable to take 
samples during the unloading of cars. or 
dunng transit of the material by conveyors.  
From material in transit, obtain a number of 

portions at frequent and regular intervals and 
comoine them.
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36.2 When sampling from railroad car., 

use one of the following procedures: 
36.2.1 Being Loaded from a Pie--Take 

full scoop of sample at each of the five sam 
pling points shown in Fig. 8 and deposit in th, polyethylene pail. Cover the sample and de liver to the laboratory. Each sampling poin shall be located equidistant from the sides o the railroad car.  

36.22 Railroad Cars After Direct Loading from Coking Drurm-At an% rive of the sam.  
pling points shown in Fig 9.'take a full scoop of coke from about I ft (0.3 m) belou the sur.  
face and deposit it in the polyethylene pail.  
Cover the sample and deliver to the labora.  
tory.  

36.3 When sampling from conveyors. take one scoop for each 8 to 10 tons (725 to 900 
kg) of coke transported. These samples may 
be handled separately, or composited after all samples representing the lot have been taken.  

36.4 When sampling from bags. barrels. or boxes, obtain portions from a number of packages selected at random as shown in 
Table 3, or in accordance with the agreement 
between the purchaser and the scUer": 

36.5 Qubrzering--Carefully mix the sample 
and reduce it in size to a convenient labora.  
tory sample by the quartenng procedure described in Method D 346. Perform the quatn
ering operation -on a hard. clean surface, free from crackt. and protected from rain, sno,.  wind. and sun. Avoid contamination with cinders. sand. chips from the floor, or an% other 
matenal. Protect the sample from loss or gain 
of moisture o'r dust. Mix and spread the sample in a circular laver, and divide it into quadrants. Combine two opposite quadrants 
to form a representative reduced sample. If this sample is still too large for laboratory 
purposes, repeat the quartering operation. In this manner, the sample will finall- be redue~d to 2 reoresentative, suitable size for 
laboratori purposes. Label and deliver the 
samole to the lanoratort in a suitable con
tainer. Subdivision ma2 be. made in the labo
ratort, b% using 2 riffle sampler as described 
in ASTM Method D 271. Laboratory Sam
pling and Analysis of Coal and Coke 

GREASE SAMPLING 

37. Application 

37.1 Th-s method covers practices for ob-

taining samples representative of production 
lots or shipments of lubricatine greases. or of 

a soft waxes or soft bitumens similar to grease 
in consistenn. The procedure is necessarih.  
quite general to cover the wide variet% of conditions encountered, and may recuire modiri.  t cation to mct individual specifications. Prof c=d in accordance with Sections 4 to 10, par
ticularly those pertaining to precautions, care, 

* and cleanliness, except where they conflict 
- with Sections 38 to 40.  

38. Inspection 

S38.1 If the material is a lubricating grease 
and inspection is made at the manufacturing 
plant, take samples from the finished shipping containers of each production batch or lot.  
Never take grease samples directly from 
grease kettles, cooling pans, tanks, or proc
essing equipment. Do not sample the grease 
until it has cooled to a temperature not more 
than 15 F (8 C) above that of the air surround
ing the containers and until it has beetn in the 
finished containers for at least 12 h. When the 

-containers for a production batch of gr'ase 
are of different sizes, treat the grease in each 
size of container as a separate lot. When 
inspection is made at the place of delivery.  
obtain a sample from reach shipment. If a 
shipment consists -of containers from more 
than one production batch (lot numbers).  
sample each such batch separatel).  

38.2 If the material being inspected is of 
grease-like consistency., but is not actually a 
lubricating grease, but some mixture of heavy 
hydrocarbons such as microcrvstalhine waxes 
or soft bitumens, it will be permnissible to take 
samples from pans. tanks, or other procestnr 
eouipment, as weU as from containers of the 
finished product. The grease sampling method 
shall be applicable to such stocks only if for 
some reason it is not possible to apply' heat 
and convert the material into a true liquid.  

39. Sample Size 

39.1 Select containers at random prom 
each lot or shipment to give the oestred quan
tity specified in Table 5.  

40. Procedre 

40.1 JlsDecIon-nExamine the orened con
tainers to determine whether the grease is 
hlomogrneous, companng the grease nearest

F I 63 00 0 29 C
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the outer surfaces of the container with that :n the center, at least 6 in. (150 mm) be!ow 
the top surface, for texture and consistency.  
When more than one container of a lot or 
shipment is opened, also compare the greasce 
in the respective containers.  

40.2 Sampling-If no marked difference in 
the grease is found. take one portion from the 
approximate center and at least 3 in. (76 mm) 
below the surface of each cpened container, in 
sufflicient quantity to provide a composite 
samate of the desired cluantcty (Table 5).  
Withdraw portions with a clean scooo. large 
spoon, or spatula and place them in a clean 
container. Very soft. semiflaid greases may be 
sampica by diaping with a I-lb (0.5-kg) can or 
suitabcle dipper. If any marked difference in 
the grease from the various locations of an 
opened container is found. take two separate 
sarnoles of about I lb each. one from the too 
surface adjacert to the wall. 4nd the other 
from the center of the container, at least 6 in.  (150 mm) below the top surface. If any 
marked variations are noted between different 
containers of a lot or shioment. take separate 
san•oles of about I ýb (0.5 kg) from each con
tainer. When more than one sample of a 
batch or shipment is taken because of lack of 
uniformity, send them to the laboratory as 
sctarate samples.  

40.3 Handling Sampies-If more than one 
portion is required to represent a lot or shic
ment of grease softer than 175 penetration 
(s= ASTM Method D 217. Test for Cone 
Penetration orf Lubricating Greasel.2 prepare 
a comuosite sample by mixing equal portions 
thoroughly. Use a large spoon er spatula in a 
c!=ea container. Avoid vigorous mixing or 
working of air into the grease. As grease 
samnioles become partially "'worked" in being . removed from containers. the orccedure is not 

- suitable for obtaining samples of greases 
soft.er than 17.5 penetration on which un
-worked penetration :s to oe determined. For 
greases having a penetration less than 175. aut 
sampies from the container with a knife in the 
'orm of blocks about 6 1y 6 by 2 in. (IO0 by 
HO 'y '0 Smmj. If required, maxe un'orxed 
Speet, ration :eats on blocxs as procurza. ind 
other insocc:on :ests on zrease Cut raim :Me 51cc •.

SAMPLING INDUSTRIAL .AROMATIC 

HYDROCARBONS 

41. Applicaaon 

41.1 For obtainin7 samples of industrial 
aromatic hydrocarbons (benzene. toluene.  

.xylene. and solvent naphthas). proeenes in ac
cordance with Sections 4 to 6. particularly 
those certaaining to precautions, care. ana 
cleanliness.  

SAMPLING FOR SPECIFIC TESTS 

42. Special Precautiois 

42.1 Special samoling precautions and'in.  
struc:ions are required for some ASTM 
methods of test and sccifications. Such in
structions. Sections 43 to 48. supplement the 
general procedures of this rmethod and su
persede them if there is a conflict. ASTM 
methods in this category are as follows:

AS''M •Mcthods )t Test for: 
D 216-Distillation of" Natural Gdso

line . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

D 323.-vatior P-essure of P.-troleum Products iRied Method)' . . . . . . ..  
D52.--Oxidatuon Stability of Gaso

line (Inducaon Period Method)l...  
D E7 3 -Oxioatton Stability of Avia

tion Fuels (Potential Residue .Method)' ......................  

D268tVolatdtc Solvents for Use in 
Paint. Varnish. Lacquer. and Re
lated Proouc-'s .................  

D 18 5 6-;Recoverv of Asphalt from 
Solution ovAbson Method. or. D 
217 2-Quantitative Extraction of 
Bitumen fram Bituminous Pavinz 
.M ixture l .......................  

D 2---Emul.Sifed Asphalts' .......

Sections 

.t3 

4.4 

45 

45 

46 

47

43. Distillation of Narurai Gasoline 
43.1 When obtaining samples of natural 

gasoline which are to be tested using Method 
D 216. the bottle sampiing procedure. Secm:on 
14 is prctferrea. Before obtaining the samoic.  
precool the bottle by immersing it in the 
vroduct. allow it to fill. and discari :he First 
filling. If the bottle orocecure cannot be usea.  
obtain the satale by the tao orocecure. ane 
witi the use of the cooling bath. as describedi 
in Section 17. Do not agitate :he bottle wni*e 

S4MRU' J2.,), 4S71Tt S:caaanaj. Pirt :9 4 4tnnta JO0c ,.I 4S'•.W Siaaaar=,-. ?2rt - -
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drawing the sample. After obtaining the sam
ple. close the bottle immediately with a tight
fitting stopper and store it in an ice bath or 
refrigerator at a temperature of 32 to 40 F (0 
to 4.5 C).  

44. Reid Vapor Pressure 
44.1 When sampling products that are to 

be tested using Method D 323, observe the 
following precautions and instructions: 

44.1.1 Precautions-Vapor pressures are 
extremely sensitive to evaporation losses and 
to slight changes in composition. When ob
taining. storing. or handling samples. observe 
the necessaryv precautions to ensure samples 
representative of the product and satisfactory 
for Reid vapor pressure tests. Official samples 
should be taken by. or under the immediate 
supervision of a person ofjudgment. skill, and 
sampling experience. If sampling or sample 
requirements for other tests differ from those 
described in 44.2 to 44.10. obtain a separate 
sample for the Reid vapor pressure test.  
Never prepare composite samples for this 
test. Make certain that containers which.are 
to be shipped by common carrier conform" to 
I.C.C.. state, or local regulations. When 
flushing or purging lines or containers, ob.  
serve the pertinent regulations and precau
tions against fire. explosion, and other haz
ards.  

44.1.2 Cooling Bath-A bath (Fig. 10) of 
sufficient size to hold the sample container 
and a cooling coil of about 25 ft (8 m) of 
copper tubing (3 in. (9 mm) or less outside 
diameter) shall be' ?equir'ed when using the 
procedure described in 44.1.7. One end of the 
coil is provided with a connection for at
taching it to the tank sampling tap or valve.  
The other end is fitted with a suitable valve 
(outlet) of good quality. A removable copper 
tube of 3n in. or less outside diameter and of 
sufficient length to reach the bottom of the 
sample container shall be connected to the 
open end or the outlet valve.  

44.1.3 Sample Containers-ose containers 
or not less than I qt (I liter) nor more than 2
gal (7.5-liter) capacity, of sufficient strength 
to withstand the pressures to which the% may 
be subjected, and of a type that will permit 
replacement of the cap or stopper with suit
able connections for transferring the sample ,,,..

to the gasoline chamber or the vapor pressure 
apparatus. Open-type containers have a single 
opening which permits sampling b% immer
sion. Closed-type containers have two open
ings. one in each end (or the equivalent 
thereof), fitted with valves suitable for sam
pling by water displacement or by purging.  

44.1.4 Transfer Connections-The transfer 
connection for the open-type container con
sists of an air tube and a liquid delivery tube 
assembled in a cap or stopper. The air tube 
extends to the bottom of the container. One 
end of the liquid delivery tube is flush with 
the inside face of the cap or stopper and the 
tube is long enough to reach the bottom of 
the gasoline chamber while the sample is 
being transferred to the chamber. The transfer 
connection for the closed-type container con
sists of a single tube with a connection suit
able for attaching it to one of the openings of 
the sample container. The tube is long enough 
to reach the bottom of the gasoline chamber 
while the sample i, being transferred.  

44.1.5 Sampling Open Tanks-Use clean 
contaifiers of the open type when sampling 
open tanks and tank cars. An all-level sample 
obtained by the bottle procedure. Section 10, 
is recommended. Before taking the sample.  
fidsh the container by immersing it in the 
product to be sampled. Then obtain the 
sample immediately. Pour off enough so that 
the container will be 70 to 80 percent full and 
close it promptly. Label the container and de
liver it to the laboratory.  

44.1.6 Sampling Closed Tanks-Con
tainers of either the open or closed type may 

.be used to obtain samples from closed or 
pressure tanks. If the open type is used, 
follow the cooling bath procedure described in 
44.1.7. If the closed type is used, obtain the 
sample using the water displacement proce
dure. (44.1.8), or the purging procedure, 
(44.1.9). The water displacement procedure is 
preferable because the flo% of product in
volved in the purging procedure ma% be haz.  
ardous.  

44.1.7 Cooling Bath Procedure-When 
using a container of the open type. keep it at 
a temperature of 32 to 40 F (0 to 4.5 C) 
during the sampling operation by using the 
cooling bath (Fig. 10). Connect the coil to the 
tank sampling tap or valve and flush it with a

165
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samples from at least 5 percent of the number 
of containers in an% shipment. The number of containers to be sampled may be increased at the discretion of the purchaser. In the case of 
expensive solvents which are purchased in small quantities, it is recommended that each container be sampled. Withdraw a portion 
from the center of each container to be'sampled with a clean tube (Section 26) or weighted bottle 14.2. (A smaller bottle may be used.) Prepare a composite sample of at least I qt (I liter) by mixing equal portions of not less than I pt (0.5 liter) from each container sampled.  

47. Asphaltic Materials 
47.1l When sampling asphaltic materials that are to be tested usine Method D 1856.  or. ASTM Method D 2172. obtain samples by the boring procedure (Section 32) or the grab procedure (Section 36). A sample of sufficient size to yield at least 100 g of recovered 

bitumen is required. About 1000 g of sheetasphalt mixtures usually will be sufficient. If

the largest lumps in the sample are I in. (25 
mm). 2000 g will usuall% be required, and still larger samples if the mixtures contain larger aggregates.  

48. Emulsified Asphalts 

48.1 It is frequently necessary to test sam
ples in accordance with the requirements of ASTM Specifications D 977. for Emulsified 
Asphalt.' and Method D 24-4. Obtain samples 
from tanks, tank cars. and tank trucks by the bottle sampling procedure. Section 14. using a 
wide mouth (I /2-in. ( 3 8 -mm) or greater) 

-bottle. Use the dipper procedure. Section 23.  
to obtain samples from filling or discharge 
lines. Sample packages in accordance with 
Table 3. If the material is soaid or semisolid, 
use the boring sampling procedure. Section 
33. Obtain at least I gal (4 liters) or 10 lb (4.5 kg) from each lot or shipment. Store the 
samples in clean, airtight containers at a ternperature of not less than 4 C until tested. Use 
glass or black iron containers for emulsified 
asphalts of the RS-I type.
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TABLE I Summary ofSamp4ing Procedures &M Applkbiliry

Apiic-ation

Liquids of more than 16 lb (1.12 kgflcml) 
and no morn tha-, 26 lb (1.33 kgf/cm•' 
Rvo 
Liquids of more than 16 Lb and not more 

than 26 Ib Rvp 
Liquids of more than 2 lb (0.14 kgf/cm2

) 
and not more than IS lb Rvp 

Liquids or more than 2 lb and not more 
than 16 1b Rvp .  

Liquids of 16 lb or less Ryp 

Liquds of 2 lb or less Rvp 
Liquids of 2 lb or less Rvp 
Liquids of 2 lb or less Rvp 
Liquids of 2 lb or less Rvp 
Bottom or thief sampling of liquids of 2 

lb Rvp or less 
Liquids and semiliquids of 2 lb Ryp or 

less 

Crude petroleum 

Crude petroleum 

industratl aromatic hydrocarbons 
Waxes. solid bitumens. and other soft 

solids 
Petroleum coke: lumpy solids 

Grtsses, soft waxes. soft asphalts 
Aspnaltic materials 

Emulsified asphalts

. "Type or Container

storage tanks. ship and barVe tanks.  

tank cars, tank trucks 

storage tanks with taps 

storage tanks, ship and barge tanks.  
tank cars. tank trucks 

Storage tanks with taps 

pipes or lines 

storage tanks. shia and barge 
storage tanks with taps 
free or orcn-discnargce streams 
drums, barrels, and cans 
tank cars. storage tanks 

free or open-dis.:harge streams. Open 
tanks or kettles or tanks or kettles 
with open heads: tank cars and tank 
trucks: drums 

pipe lines 

storage tanks. ship and barge tanks.  
tank cars. tank trucks 

stohage tanks, ship and barge tanks 
barrels. cases. bags. caxse"" 

freight anrs. conveyors. bags. barrels.  
boxes 

kettles, drums, cans. tubes 
storage tanks, tank cars. lines, pack.  

ages 
storage tanks, tank cars. lines, pack.  

ages

Procedure o
precooled bottle sam

pling 

cooler tao samplinz 

bottle sampling 

tap sampling 

continuous line sam
pling 

b(otle samoling 
tap sampling 
dipper samoling 
tube sampling 
thtef sampling 

dipper sampling 

continuouts line Sam
pling 

thief sampling 
bottle sampling 
tap sampling 
bottle sampling 
boring sampling 

grab sampling 

grcase sampling

TABLE 2 Sampling Instructionsafor 1tonzonieaJ 
Cyliondrcaj Tanks

Sampling Level.  
percent of diameter 

above bottom 

Upper Middle Lower 

s0 30 70 
75 50 20 
70 50 110 

!0 z0 
.30 i0 

.. *. to 
5

Comoos$te Sample.  
proportionate 

pans of 

Upper Middle Lower 

3 4 3 
3 4 3 
2 5 3 

6 4 

.3 6 

* to 
10 
o 10

10

FI00050C,

45 

12 

I5 

18 

Iz 

is 
71 
:4 
27 

Is 

27 
12 
15 
12 
30 

34 

37 
47

- ~ Liquid 
Depth.  
pecrcnt 
of di

ameter 

100 
90 

30 
70 
60 
50 

30 
:0 
10
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TABLE 3 Minimum Naumber or Packarts to b• Selected for Samphng 

Number or Number of 
N•umber of Packagtes in Lot PackAgecs to be Number or Packagecs in Lot PackAlcit to be 

Sampleid 5arnoled 
I to 3 all 1332 to 1729 12 4 to 64 A 1729 to 2197 13 65• to 125 5 2198 to 27AA 14 126 to 216 6 2745 to 3375 15 217 to 343 7 3376 to A096 16 

to 512 8 4097 to4913 17 513 to 729 9 4914 to 5832 is 
730 to 1000 10 5833 to 6859 19 1001 to 1331 it 6860 or over 20 

TABLE 4 Vveerhied Sampling B4orter or B-eaker 

Diameter of 
Matenal Opening.  

in. (mnm) 

Light lubncating oils. kcrosines. gaso- 36. (19 mm) 
lines. transoarcnt gas oils. diesel 
fuels. and distillates 

Hcavy lubncating oils. nontransparent I V. (3& mnrm) 
gas oils 

Light crude oils (less than 200 s Say- V. (19 mnm) 
bolt Univervil Viscosity at 10 F 
(37.8 C)) 

Heav-. crude and fuel oils I In (38 mm) 

TABLE 5 Size of Grease Samples 

Container Lot or Shipment Minimum Sample 
Tubes or packages. less than I lb all enough units for a 2-lb sample 1-lb cans all three cans 5 or 10-lb cans all one can Larger than 10 lIb less than 10 000 Ib 2 to 3 lb from one or more conuiners Larger than 10 lb 10 000 to 50 000 Ib 2 to 5 Ib from two or more containers Larger than 10 I more than 50 000 lb 2 to 5.1b from three or more conuiners 

HATCH 

S"--T-'TO P . AMPtE- ."..." 7 -.. PPZT SAMPLE
~-~iPPE SA~pE -.-- UPPERTHIE~D-

.'--'...:. .... ." .... f 

"- 4 4IDDL''AMpJ.E • -rIDLE"TH)RD 

- LOWER SAMPLE -LOWER "THIRD 

Sx CLEARA)4CE SAMPLE 
(-BOTTOM SAMPLE 

FIG. I SsmplinZ Depths.  
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LEAD 
VVIC~I-rT

AL.XERNATZ R10
ICAN 8C VA8R1C.AT= 
TO PITA.-y s4Zr 

E30TT-LE)

WASHER EYELET 

PIN I~4CORK 
ACTHREADEL.M AT BOTTOM) 

NUT-~WASHER

.Metric Equivaieina 

14. I" : '6 3 9. 4 10 12 !3 
mm 3 :3 45 TO D 0 zio 300o ! 

FIG. 2 iUssmbly (or Bottle Samoling.
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FIG. 3 Assembly for Tap Samplint.

1/8'- 114 -PIPE 

TO RECEIVER 

0Q !.AMPLER 

(A)

ORFCE IW SID or PROBE 
V , 'V I/a-gA* PIPE UPSTCAM. END or 

To RECEIVER PROBE To BE CLOS~ED 

NDREAMED TO TO RECEIVER 

[jII A HARP EDGE ORSAPE 
0S C

"*OTi.P"ec ývY or sirnt, -IK taLve an PLWMC4I 
PRO" &*0.gI Or 3wp.@ILD h4IZORTLLY 

PROSES FOR CONTIXUiJ3SmP" 

FLVowe4 oa. 54LgSPLI kUtfgvga 
TYPICAL ASSEMBLY FOR LINE LASIPLIN 

FIG., 4 Pfcbie% for Contrupous S&mplmg.
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'~CHAIN FOR 
LOWERING 

__ 

I., 
0 

Q D4 

I 1,-.41 L C 

~-5 DIA-.~HG 

THIEF P-OR SAMPLING -TANK CARS

(a) Bombt-Type Sampisnt Thief 

in. .1 
mm 7 1

M1etric L4uivxlenrs 

64 89 

FIG. 6 Sampin4IZ Thiefs.
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FIG. 7 Ship Augtr for Bari" procedurv.  

t.*L~bOT1 OF CAR 

L I I I t

FIG. 3 Loczazon of Sampling Points at Difrerent Ltvtqa of Car.

FIG. 9 Locano. Of Ssniolisg Points from ExposM S&rfaoe of Car.
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CUTLET 
VALVE 

£HRO~ E-- TO TANK 
TiRtMEE - Z PURGIN VALVE 

COPPER TUBING 

Fir. 10 Cooift Bath foT Jted Vapr Premnar 

Byp~ubtication of :Au standard no position is taken ,.'ith respoect to the 'ijdt vAnh. and ltil American Societi for Tess:,,; and Materials does no, 2rnd~ertal
rty of ciw pataent ni'his in connection there.  ~e to insure amonevn utiluimn; the standard
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II..~SA}MPLII 

1.

2.

NG 

For each saddle tank: 

1.1 Top sample (Bomb fully submerged) 

i'.11 Fill and drain: Bomb -ý.beaker--.-cylinder--•return tank 

1.1.2 Sample fill: A) Bomb ->beaker (300 ml) -> cylinder (300 
ml) ->carbouy 

B) Return excess sample to tank 

1.2 Middle sample (Bomb to 3 foot mark) 

1.2.1 Fill and drain: Bomb ->beaker ->cylinder ->return tank 

1.2.2 Sample fill: A) Bomb ->beaker (400 ml) ->.cylinder (400 
ml) *ý carbouy 

B) Return excess sample to tank 

1.3 Lower sample (Bomb to bottom)

1.3.1 Fill and drain: Bomb ->beaker ->cylinder ->return tank 

1.3.2 Sample fill: A) Bomb ->beaker (300 ml) ->cylinder (300 
ml) ->carbouy 

B) Return excess to tank 

Repeat step II.1 for each saddle tank and add composites to labeled
carUouy.  

3. Thoroughly mix carbouy and quickly fill labeled glass bottle.  

4. Deliver glass bottle to the Central Lab for analysis.

!067e/cas

F 10003z0

PREPARATION FOR SAMPLING 

1. Freon Rinse 

A. Bombs 
B. Beakers 
C. Cylinder 
D. Carbouys 
E. Glass Bottles 

2. Label Carbouy 

7-day tank ID, 2BB, IBB, IAA, 2AA 

3. Label Glass Beaker 

Date/Sampling time 
Sample ID.(2BB, 1BB, etc.)/Name (SQN/Gary L. Fiser/843-6714)
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FROM Supervisor, Reulte. ,(L 

DATE el([6 7
SUBJECT: NUCLEAR EXPERIENCE REVIEW - ITEM £ 2 I-"~ 

NUMBER TROI SEQUENCE A ET DATE F 

PRMTATTENTIONI .NORMAL ATWIN DUE DT 
Please review and evaluate the attached information and answer the ap opriate disposition tement below. Pleas coorinateyour response with _the other sections listeda e ifny. ndrun 
this form to RLS by the above due date. Please coordinate any necessarysions with RLS prior to them becoming overdue.  -tOOSit-n Sexment with ..  

I. Upon review of the subject NER material/do you recommend any action be taken?

Chec Ones ( ) Yes

I no Because: 

( ) 

( I

Provide recommended action including implementing organization and due dates for each action below. Provide all CAQR numbers below which have been initiated as a resu't of your review.

Already covered by instruction(s)f 5ee G / -
Not applicabl because of difference in design 
Explain: 

Other 
Explain:

2 ... Pat I above was checked yes, please answer the following questions: 
a. Do these recommendations -affect the 10 CFR 50.49 program? C ) Yes { ) No If yes. coordinate with the EQ coordinator (EQ coordinator initials__ 
b. Do these recommendations affect the SQN FSAR? ( ) Yes ( ) No If yes, specify which section(s) of the FSAR: 
c. Do these recommendations require a revision to a vendor manual? ( ) Yes C ) No 
d. Do these recommendations require a site procedure to be changed or written? ) } Yes ( } No 

Reviewer Date Section Supervisor Date t ................................... 
........................................  Reoulatory licensing 

Disposition Statement(s) G concurred with a not concurred with 
Reason (required for non-concurrence): 

Regulatory Licensing Date IFO ONLY TO: ......................................  
INF ONLY TO:mllmmlIllllee

F IOOO3:t-0354S/lds

(/f~~c~~:~ - ,.-k4e 'i5 

R E U ORSON 
ATTACHMENT I SQA26 Page I of 1 Al Page i3 NER EVALUATION FORM Revision 12
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ATTACHMENT A TO SQA 26 ATTACHMENT 1 

"SUBJECT: ATTACHMENT 1 TO SQA 26; DISPOSITION STATEMENTS, number 1.  - states "Upon review of the subject NER-material do you recommend any action be taken?" Under the Check One "NO" category "Because:", "Check one:", "Already covered by 
instruction(s)".  

In.regard to the subject question on SQA26's attachment 1, we request that when the response to a Nuclear Experience'Review (NER) item is that the item is already covered by an instruction: 

1. The applicable section, paragraph, etc. of the instruction(s) which pertains to the.-NER item be referenced.  
2. A photostatic copy of the cover'page of the applicable procedure, the applicable page(s) of the procedure, with applicable portion(s) highlighted that resolve the NER item be included with the SQA26 Attachment-1.  

The reason..for this request is that the Procedures Staff will be annotating the applicable portion of the procedure so that in the future the procedure will not be revised andS'the portion(s) that are satisfying an NER item will not inadvertently be omitted, 
If-the entire procedure is deemed as required to satisfy the NER item then the NER item will be referenced against the procedure.- Future changes to the procedure will require a review of the NER item and a •" statement being signed stating that no changes have been made to the procedure that invalidate the -compliance with the NER- item.

F Io0o00-;14



OE 3491 1 DAVIE (LP&L) 08-AUG-89 10:48 EST 
Subject: Faulty Chemistry Sampling Technique

Unit: 
Docket No: 

--- NSSS/AE: 
Rating: 
Date Of Event: 
Date Of Commercial Operation:

Waterford 3 SES 
50-382 
CE/EBASCO 
1104 NMWe 
26 April 1989 
September 1985

EVENT DESCRIPTION 

A recent assessment of chemistry activities Identified a discrepancy between the method used to sample oil stored in the Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (FOST) 
and the methods specified by Technical Specifications.  

EVENT ANALYSIS 

Technical Specifications require utilization of methods 
specified in ASTM-D270-1975. The ASTM specifies using the bottle sampling or tap sampling methods when sampling the 
subject tanks. Bottle sampling requires taking multiple samples from different levels within the tank. Tap sampling 
requires drawing samples from taps located in at least 3 
different levels on the tank.

Sampling of 
drawing a sample 
transfer pump.

(5}( 

;L

the FOST has been accomplished in the past by 
from the recirc header of the fuel oil

The bottle sampling method is'not preferred due to the potential for introducing foreign material Into the tank interior. The tap method is not possible because no taps are installed on the tanks. Additionally, chemistry supervision feels that the ASTM is written for use by a buyer/seller to standardize the process of sampling and to provide a means of ensuring a representative product during transport and receipt. The Tech Spec is written for use by a storer/user to confirm oil quality has not deteriorated during storage to the -point where the generator will not operate.  

Although sampling from the reclrc line is more likely to detect the presence of water, biological growth and sedimentation, the intent of the ASTM method is to obtain a representative sample. Sampling from the bottom does not meet 
this Intent.  

CORRECTIVE ACTION

An engineering evaluation was performed where a sample drawn from the recirc line was compared with a sample drawn the bottle method collected using a sampling thief analyzed 
an independent laboratory. Results of this comparison 
indicated that the samples were similar.

by 
by

A tech spec change is being sought to allow samples to be collected from the recirc line of the fuel oil transfer pump. F 100; "
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Until a determination is made on the tech spec change, samples 
of the FOST are col-lected in accordance with the ASTM bottle 
method using a sampling thief.  

INFORMATION CONTACT: Jerrol .Taylor, 504-739-6280 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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